yamaha cs1x control synthesizer

The CS1x is Yamaha's first Analog Emulation performance keyboard for electronic and It's a digital synthesizer that
emulates analog style, sounds and controls.Not least because of its 'CS' model prefix, recalling Yamaha's analogue
control synths of the punk and post punk era, the CS1x suggested.The result was the Yamaha Control Synthesizer CS1x.
The CS1x takes the best of analogsimplicity of use, natural interactivity, thick sound, and, of course, the.I recently
bought the Yamaha CS1X for a bargain and know I want to use You may as well mute your soundblaster synth in it's
volume control.the cs1x is a great synth - really crunchy digital sound. useful as a very lightweight controller keyboard
(no aftertouch though) - I would buy it.Hey fellow slutz, I happen to own a Yamaha CS1x Control Synthesizer (circa ). I
would like to know more about it. As a young kid I.External control, MIDI, computer interface. The Yamaha CS1x is a
sample-based synthesizer released by the Yamaha Corporation in.Buy Yamaha CS-1X Keyboard Synthesizer CS1X.
Functionality that supports your playing - arpeggiator, scene controller, and performance functions.Buy Yamaha CS1X
Keyboard Synthesizer: Synthesizers & Workstations Arturia KeyLab 88 MIDI/USB Hammer-Action Hybrid Keyboard
Controller. out of 5.Yamaha CS1x () Rompler Synthesizer 61 keys: 32 voices, samples at 16 6 assignable knobs, 12 push
buttons and 10 switch tabs for matrix control.The Yamaha CS1x is a sample-based synthesizer released by the Yamaha
Corporation in It's first Analog Emulation performance.The Yamaha CS1x synthesizer is a bold metallic blue body,
knobs reminiscent of With functionality that supports your playing - arpeggiator, scene controller.Yamaha Cs-1x
Keyboard CS1X Vintage Synth Synthesizer U 1 product rating . This was a replacement synth/controller, it's vintage
stuff. I love it.Yamaha. CS1x. SPECS. Yamaha CS1x synthesizer blue synth like an1x thx CS has nothing to do with the
old analog synths - CS means "control synthesizer" .An excellent synth from the 90s with a killer arpeggiator and loads
of dreamy polyphonic sample based synth sounds. Tons of inspiration dwelling in each.
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